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WE ARE ALL URBAN DESIGNERS 
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“The most dangerous phrase in the language is ‘we’ve 
always done it this way.”                              GRACE HOPPER 
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•  Create an engaging public realm 
for people of all ages, with 
opportunities for social activities, 
formal and informal play and social 
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•  This should include identifying 
opportunities for the meanwhile 
use of sites in early phases of 
development to create temporary 
public realm.” 
 

Innovation & public realm in the London Plan 



Tactical 
Urbanism 



Tactical Urbanism is all about action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tactical Urbanism is all about action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Also known as DIY Urbanism, Planning-by-Doing, Urban Acupuncture, or Urban 
Prototyping, this approach refers to a city, organizational, and/or citizen-led 
approach to neighborhood building using short-term, low-cost, and scalable 

interventions to catalyse long-term change. 



Mayors, City 
Councillors, 

Local 
Authorities 

Advocacy 
Organisations, 

Artists, Planning & 
Design Firms 

Citizen Activists, 
Community Groups, 

Neighbourhood 
Organisations 

Developers, 
Entrepreneurs, 

Business 
Improvement 

Districts 
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(Tactical Urbanist’s Guide, 2016) 



A traffic world or a social world?... 

Traffic world 
 

Social world 

Uniform Diverse 

Predictable Unpredictable 

Planned Spontaneous 

Compulsory Voluntary 

Anonymous Personal 

Vehicle oriented People oriented 

Avoids conflict and 
interactions 

Embraces conflict and 
interactions 

Speed oriented Savours the moment 

Small Change, Big Impact: delivering healthier, safer 
streets through community-led temporary 
interventions 

Gather data 

Deepen 
understandin
g 

Inspire action 

Test! 

Widen public engagement 

Draw 
attention to 
perceived 
shortcomings 

Encourage 
people and 
organisations to work together 



 

“We cannot deliver Healthy 
Streets alone. It will require us to 

work with partners across the 
public, private and community 

sectors.”  
 

(Healthy Streets for London, p.
14)  



“Engaging local communities 
when developing proposals helps 

ensure changes will work for 
everyone.  Trialling changes before 
designing a final scheme can help 
highlight the potential for change 
and address people’s concerns 

about the effect of alterations to 
the street.”  

 
(Guide to the Healthy Streets 

Indicators, p.9) 



Using temporary, light-touch and 
low cost projects to change the 
way a street looks and feels can 
have a big impact on people's 
lives and can often be the first 
step towards more permanent 

changes. 
 

These projects allow people to 
see how the Healthy Streets 
Approach can benefit them, 

showing the potential of their 
local streets and public spaces for 

uses other than moving cars. 
 

(Walking Action Plan, p.9) 



BIDs and local 
businesses 

Neighbours and 
residents 

Voluntary groups Community 
organisations 

Local artists Schools 

Anyone motivated 
to make a change 







-  Rat run used by motorists to avoid 
congestion on Brixton Hill 

-  Concerned residents shared safety 
concerns with Lambeth Council 

-  Sustrans worked with local 
community on temporary traffic 
calming scheme  

-  More than 20 events and over 400 
people spoken to 

-  Street Trial day to pilot new road 
layout 

-  Scheme made permanent in 2016 





-  A13 flyover originally a hostile 
environment associated with crime 
and antisocial behaviour 

-  Artist-led community interest 
company worked with local 
organisation and Newham council on a 
series of events to enliven the space 
under the flyover 

-  These have enabled local communities 
to come together and re-imagine what 
the area could be used for 

-  Success of the first year was 
demonstrated by a local petition to 
bring back the event series. 





-  Borough with fewest green spaces 

-  Two Rees Street residents wrote to 
utility provider EDF about how their 
gardening organisation was tackling both 
social and environmental sustainability 

-  EDF leased them the land for free 







“The most dangerous phrase in the language is ‘we’ve 
always done it this way.”                              GRACE HOPPER 



What role should 
tactical urbanism be 
playing in achieving 
strategic city 
objectives and 
outcomes? 

How can we embed the 
‘Small Change’ approach in 

‘top down’ projects? 

How can we embed 
the ‘Small Change’ 
approach into the 
planning process? 

 
How ready are public 
organisations like TfL 

supporting the 
tactical urbanism 

approach? 

Who is the real  
custodian of the street? 

? 
? 

? 

? 
? 
? 

? 
? 

? 

How can we use the  
‘Small Change’ approach to 
identify common objectives 
and delivery partners? 



AndyMartin1@tfl.gov.uk 


